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Motivations

CPV in the Higgs sector is a clear signal of BSM physics

Theoretical motivations:

• matter/antimatter asymmetry requires CPV

• electroweak baryogengesis: SM insufficient 
                                                ∴ suggests new phases needed

• CP puzzles remain: θQCD < 10-10, phases of PMNS matrix

• many UV scenarios (i.e. 2HDM) involve extended Higgs sectors 
and the possibility of CPV Higgs



CPV in HVV couplings

(+ analogous for W)

• cZZ̃ operator dim-5, suppressed relative to mZ2/v term —  
                                                       hurts sensitivity to mixed CP

• CP nature tested extensively by h → ZZ* to 4ℓ, acoplanarity of the Z 
decays

2

FIG. 1: Illustration of an exotic X particle production and decay in pp collision gg or qq̄ → X → ZZ → 4l±. Six angles fully
characterize orientation of the decay chain: θ∗ and Φ∗ of the first Z boson in the X rest frame, two azimuthal angles Φ and Φ1

between the three planes defined in the X rest frame, and two Z-boson helicity angles θ1 and θ2 defined in the corresponding
Z rest frames. The offset of angle Φ∗ is arbitrarily defined and therefore this angle is not shown.

discussed in Refs. [21–23] KK graviton decays into pairs of gauge bosons are enhanced relative to direct decays into
leptons. Similar situations may occur in “hidden-valley”-type models [24]. An example of a ”heavy photon” is given
in Ref. [25].
Motivated by this, we consider the production of a resonance X at the LHC in gluon-gluon and quark-antiquark

partonic collisions, with the subsequent decay of X into two Z bosons which, in turn, decay leptonically. In Fig. 1,
we show the decay chain X → ZZ → e+e−µ+µ−. However, our analysis is equally applicable to any combination of
decays Z → e+e− or µ+µ−. It may also be applicable to Z decays into τ leptons since τ ’s from Z decays will often be
highly boosted and their decay products collimated. We study how the spin and parity of X , as well as information
on its production and decay mechanisms, can be extracted from angular distributions of four leptons in the final state.
There are a few things that need to be noted. First, we obviously assume that the resonance production and

its decays into four leptons are observed. Note that, because of a relatively small branching fraction for leptonic Z
decays, this assumption implies a fairly large production cross-section for pp → X and a fairly large branching fraction
for the decay X → ZZ. As we already mentioned, there are well-motivated scenarios of BSM physics where those
requirements are satisfied.
Second, having no bias towards any particular model of BSM physics, we consider the most general couplings of the

particle X to relevant SM fields. This approach has to be contrasted with typical studies of e.g. spin-two particles
at hadron colliders where such an exotic particle is often identified with a massive graviton that couples to SM fields
through the energy-momentum tensor. We will refer to this case as the “minimal coupling” of the spin-two particle
to SM fields.
The minimal coupling scenarios are well-motivated within particular models of New Physics, but they are not

sufficiently general. For example, such a minimal coupling may restrict partial waves that contribute to the production
and decay of a spin-two particle. Removing such restriction opens an interesting possibility to understand the couplings
of a particle X to SM fields by means of partial wave analyses, and we would like to set a stage for doing that in this
paper. To pursue this idea in detail, the most general parameterization of the X coupling to SM fields is required.
Such parameterizations are known for spin-zero, spin-one, and spin-two particles interacting with the SM gauge
bosons [7, 8] and we use these parameterizations in this paper. We also note that the model recently discussed in
Refs. [21–23] requires couplings beyond the minimal case in order to produce longitudinal polarization dominance.
Third, we note that while we concentrate on the decay X → ZZ → l+1 l

−
1 l

+
2 l

−
2 , the technique discussed in this

paper is more general and can, in principle, be applied to final states with jets and/or missing energy by studying
such processes as X → ZZ → l+l−jj, X → W+W− → l+νjj, etc. In contrast with pure leptonic final states,
higher statistics, larger backgrounds, and a worse angular resolution must be expected once final states with jets and

e.g. [Gao et al, 1001.3396]



CPV in Hff couplings

L � �mf f̄f � h f̄(a+ i b �5)f

Phase difference between             andf†
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CPV in Hff couplings

L � �mf f̄f � h f̄(a+ i b �5)f

Phase difference between             and

CP even: b = 0 (SM prediction)

  CP odd: a = 0 (CP conserved!)


CP admixture: a ≠ 0, b≠ 0 (CP-violation, 
                                                   maximal if a = b)
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CPV in Hff couplings

L � �mf f̄f � h f̄(a+ i b �5)f

Phase difference between             and

CP even: b = 0 (SM prediction)

  CP odd: a = 0 (CP conserved!)


CP admixture: a ≠ 0, b≠ 0 (CP-violation, 
                                                   maximal if a = b)

To see CPV in Hff at the LHC:
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CPV in Hff couplings

L � �mf f̄f � h f̄(a+ i b �5)f

Phase difference between             and

CP even: b = 0 (SM prediction)

  CP odd: a = 0 (CP conserved!)


CP admixture: a ≠ 0, b≠ 0 (CP-violation, 
                                                   maximal if a = b)

To see CPV in Hff at the LHC:

Need a fermion who’s polarization information is  
       1.) observable at LHC 
       2.) not washed out by hardronization
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CPV in Hff couplings

L � �mf f̄f � h f̄(a+ i b �5)f

Phase difference between             and

CP even: b = 0 (SM prediction)

  CP odd: a = 0 (CP conserved!)


CP admixture: a ≠ 0, b≠ 0 (CP-violation, 
                                                   maximal if a = b)

To see CPV in Hff at the LHC:

Need a fermion who’s polarization information is  
       1.) observable at LHC 
       2.) not washed out by hardronization (rules out light quarks, b, c)

(rules out light electrons, muons)
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CPV in Hff couplings

L � �mf f̄f � h f̄(a+ i b �5)f

Phase difference between             and

CP even: b = 0 (SM prediction)

  CP odd: a = 0 (CP conserved!)


CP admixture: a ≠ 0, b≠ 0 (CP-violation, 
                                                   maximal if a = b)

To see CPV in Hff at the LHC:

Need a fermion who’s polarization information is  
       1.) observable at LHC 
       2.) not washed out by hardronization (rules out light quarks, b, c)

(rules out light electrons, muons)

leaves hττ̅, htt̅ as possibilities
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• for light fermions, can have BSM ~ SM for Λ ≫ v !

 new phases, 
flavor indices..
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Figure 1. Left: Two-loop Barr-Zee contributions to the EDM of the electron involving a virtual
Higgs boson and a photon or Z boson. Right: Two-loop contribution to the Weinberg operator.
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Here Li2(x) = � R x
0 du ln(1� u)/u is the usual dilogarithm.

From Eq. (2.2) it is evident that the electron EDM constraint on ̃t vanishes in the
limit that the Higgs does not couple to electrons, e, ̃e ! 0, or by an appropriate tuning
of the ratio ̃e/e. For simplicity we will from here on assume that the Higgs coupling to
the electron is CP conserving, so that ̃e = 0. In this case the top-quark contribution to
the EDM of the electron is (with ↵ ⌘ ↵(0) ' 1/137)

de
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= 3.26 · 10�27 cm ẽt f1(xt/h) = 9.0 · 10�27 cm ẽt , (2.4)

where in the second equality we used that f1(xt/h) ' 2.76 for mt = 163.3GeV [29] and
Mh = 126GeV. The 90% confidence level (CL) limit [30]
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|̃t| < 0.01 , (2.6)

assuming that the Higgs coupling to the electron is the SM one, e = 1.
Above we have neglect the two-loop diagram, Fig. 1 (left), with the Z boson instead of

the photon in the loop. Due to charge-conjugation invariance only the vector couplings of
the Z boson enter the Barr-Zee expression for the electron EDM. As a result the Z-boson
contribution is strongly suppressed by [27]
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Note that the loop function f1(x) is real and analytic even for x > 1/4. In particular, in the limit

x ! 1, one has f1(x) = lnx+ 2 +O(1/
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Figure 2. Left: Present constraints on t and ̃t from the electron EDM (blue), the neutron
EDM (red), the mercury EDM (brown), and Higgs physics (gray). Right: Projected future con-
straints on t and ̃t, see text for details.

The right panel in Fig. 2 shows the prospects of the constraints. In order to obtain
the plot we have assumed that |de/e| < 10�30 cm [39], a factor of 90 improvement over
the current best limit (2.5), and that |dn/e| < 10�28 cm [39], a factor of 300 improvement
with respect to the present bound (2.14). Our forecast for the future sensitivity of the
Higgs production constraints is based on the results of the CMS study with a projection
of errors to 3000 fb�1, which assumed 1/

pL scaling of the experimental uncertainties with
luminosity L, and also anticipates that the theory errors will be halved by then [4]. In
Fig. 2 we therefore take g = 1.00 ± 0.03 and � = 1.00 ± 0.02 as the possible future fit
inputs (centered around the SM predictions).

Since the EDMs depend linearly on ̃t, the projected order-of-magnitude improve-
ments of the EDM constraints directly translate to order-of-magnitude improvements of
the bounds on ̃t. For instance, the electron EDM is projected to be sensitive to values of
̃t = O(10�4) which implies that one can probe scales up to ⇤ = O(25TeV) for models
(such as theories with top compositeness) where ̃t ⇠ v2/⇤2.

Note that the above EDM constraints rely heavily on the assumption that the Higgs
couples to electrons, up, and down quarks. For illustration we assumed that these couplings
are the same as in the SM. The possibility that the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions cannot be ruled out from current Higgs data. In this case there is no constraint
from the electron EDM which is proportional to ẽt. The neutron and mercury EDM
are similarly dominated by the quark EDMs and CEDMs which scale as u,d ̃t. However,
setting u,d = 0 the constraints due to dn and dHg do not vanish, because there is also a
small contribution from the Weinberg operator which scales as t̃t. In Fig. 3 we show
the constraints for the limiting case where the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions. We see that at present O(1) values of ̃t are allowed by the constraint from the
neutron EDM. Assuming that only the Higgs-top couplings are modified, the Higgs data are
then more constraining than the neutron EDM. This situation might change dramatically
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Indirect constraints of CPV Hff couplings: EDM and Higgs rates

CPV Higgs top coupling: 

• assuming SM yₑ, yᵤ, yd, strong constraints from EDM, neutron EDM

• hgg and hγγ also affected → altered Higgs rates

[Brod, Haisch, Zupan 1310.1385] 
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Figure 2. Left: Present constraints on t and ̃t from the electron EDM (blue), the neutron
EDM (red), the mercury EDM (brown), and Higgs physics (gray). Right: Projected future con-
straints on t and ̃t, see text for details.

The right panel in Fig. 2 shows the prospects of the constraints. In order to obtain
the plot we have assumed that |de/e| < 10�30 cm [39], a factor of 90 improvement over
the current best limit (2.5), and that |dn/e| < 10�28 cm [39], a factor of 300 improvement
with respect to the present bound (2.14). Our forecast for the future sensitivity of the
Higgs production constraints is based on the results of the CMS study with a projection
of errors to 3000 fb�1, which assumed 1/

pL scaling of the experimental uncertainties with
luminosity L, and also anticipates that the theory errors will be halved by then [4]. In
Fig. 2 we therefore take g = 1.00 ± 0.03 and � = 1.00 ± 0.02 as the possible future fit
inputs (centered around the SM predictions).

Since the EDMs depend linearly on ̃t, the projected order-of-magnitude improve-
ments of the EDM constraints directly translate to order-of-magnitude improvements of
the bounds on ̃t. For instance, the electron EDM is projected to be sensitive to values of
̃t = O(10�4) which implies that one can probe scales up to ⇤ = O(25TeV) for models
(such as theories with top compositeness) where ̃t ⇠ v2/⇤2.

Note that the above EDM constraints rely heavily on the assumption that the Higgs
couples to electrons, up, and down quarks. For illustration we assumed that these couplings
are the same as in the SM. The possibility that the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions cannot be ruled out from current Higgs data. In this case there is no constraint
from the electron EDM which is proportional to ẽt. The neutron and mercury EDM
are similarly dominated by the quark EDMs and CEDMs which scale as u,d ̃t. However,
setting u,d = 0 the constraints due to dn and dHg do not vanish, because there is also a
small contribution from the Weinberg operator which scales as t̃t. In Fig. 3 we show
the constraints for the limiting case where the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions. We see that at present O(1) values of ̃t are allowed by the constraint from the
neutron EDM. Assuming that only the Higgs-top couplings are modified, the Higgs data are
then more constraining than the neutron EDM. This situation might change dramatically
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Indirect constraints of CPV Hff couplings: EDM and Higgs rates

CPV Higgs top coupling: 

• assuming SM yₑ, yᵤ, yd, strong constraints from EDM, neutron EDM

• hgg and hγγ also affected → altered Higgs rates

[Brod, Haisch, Zupan 1310.1385] 

constraints can relax somewhat if

light Yukawas, hWW not standard..
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Figure 6. Left: Present constraints on ⌧ and ̃⌧ from the electron EDM (blue) and Higgs
production (gray), assuming SM values for the remaining Higgs couplings. Right: Possible future
constraints on ⌧ and ̃⌧ , see text for details.

3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity [4], assuming that this bounds the combination 2
b + ̃2

b .
Including the constraints from the projected measurements of the gg ! h and h ! ��

vertices breaks the symmetry between b and ̃b, so that only part of the ring-like region
survives (we used the SM values for the central values of the hypothetical measurements).
This limits the size of possible modifications in b to O(0.05). Complementary information
is obtained in such a future scenario from the envisioned high-precision measurements of
the electron and neutron EDM, which might allow to probe values of the CP-violating
coefficient ̃b down to O(10�2).

While the EDM constraints depicted in Fig. 4 assume that the Higgs couples to first-
generation fermions with SM strength, meaningful EDM constraints on ̃b can even emerge if
u,d = 0. In fact, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the neutron EDM probes ̃b through the Weinberg
operator also if the Higgs couples only to the third generation. While at present (left panel)
no relevant constraint can be derived in such a case, extracting a limit on ̃b of O(0.1) may
be possible in the future (right panel) if b is SM-like. This feature again highlights the
power of low-energy EDM measurements in probing new sources of CP violation.

Modifying the Higgs-tau couplings changes the effective h ! �� vertex. The induced
shifts are parametrized by

� ' (0.004� 0.003 i)⌧ + 0.996 + 0.003 i , ̃� ' (0.004� 0.003 i) ̃⌧ . (5.9)

Similar to the case of Higgs couplings to bottom quarks, the corrections to � and ̃� are
suppressed by the small tau Yukawa coupling, y⌧ = O(0.01). The main effect is therefore the
rescaling of the total decay widths, as in Eqs. (5.6), (5.7), but replacing b ! ⌧ . The resulting
constraints in the ⌧–̃⌧ plane are displayed in Fig. 6, with the left panel showing the current
bounds, and the right panel the extrapolation to 3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity, using
again [4]. One observes that even the projected precision of 2% on � will not suffice
to break the symmetry between ⌧ and ̃⌧ and the ring-like bound persists, allowing for
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+ pieces independent of sinΔ

Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus

Higgs rest frame:

(mH/2) p⃗ ⋅(s⃗1 ×s⃗2)
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+ pieces independent of sinΔ

Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus

To access CPV, need the τ spins (technically, spin ⊥ motion)

Higgs rest frame:
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+ pieces independent of sinΔ

Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus

To access CPV, need the τ spins (technically, spin ⊥ motion)

• Not directly observed, but spin info is passed on to decay products 

• Want: decay mode with sizable BR and that faithfully captures spin info

Higgs rest frame:
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+ pieces independent of sinΔ

Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus

To access CPV, need the τ spins (technically, spin ⊥ motion)

• Not directly observed, but spin info is passed on to decay products 

• Want: decay mode with sizable BR and that faithfully captures spin info

Best candidate:  ,     BR ~ 26%

A ‘1 prong’ decay, see photons from π0→γγ

Higgs rest frame:

(mH/2) p⃗ ⋅(s⃗1 ×s⃗2)

|M(h ! ⌧+(p1, s1)⌧
�(p2, s2)|2 / sin 2� ✏µ⌫⇢�p1µp2⌫s1⇢s2�
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Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus

ρ± emitted preferentially in τ spin direction, info passed on to decay 
products π±, π0 



Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus

ρ± emitted preferentially in τ spin direction, info passed on to decay 
products π±, π0 

to get maximum effect, need to measure pν to reconstruct pτ:

 form angle Θ based on triple product: 

dσ(h → ττ)/dΘ  ⊃ -cos(Θ - 2Δ)
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products π±, π0 
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measurement. Note, however, that because of the mag-
netic field, the softer ⇡± and ⇡0 could be separated at
the ECAL. Even if the two pions overlap in the ECAL,
the ⇡0 momentum can be obtained by subtracting the
track momentum from the total momentum measured
in ECAL, assuming negligible contamination from other
sources of energy deposition.

We also neglect the neutral pion combinatoric issue,
which is justified if the respective parent rho mesons are
boosted far apart as a result of the Higgs decay. In gen-
eral, the ⇡± and ⇡0 coming from the same ⇢± parent
are mostly collinear. This fact has been exploited in
the hadronic tau tagging algorithm. For example, the
HPS algorithm used by CMS requires that the charged
and neutral hadrons are contained in a cone of the size
�R = (2.8 GeV/c)/p⌧h

T

, where p⌧h
T

is the transverse mo-
mentum of the reconstructed tau [26]. Since the two
tau candidates are usually required to be well separated,
the combinatorics problem in determining the correct ⇢±

parents can be ignored.

A. Truth level

Recall from (23) and (37) that the minimum of the ⇥
distribution is located at 2�, and so constructing the ⇥
distribution allows us to read o↵ the � phase of the un-
derlying signal model. In figure 2, we show the ⇥ distri-
bution in p p ! h j events where we have temporarily as-
sumed the neutrinos are fully reconstructed. The various
signal models with � = 0 (CP -even), � = ⇡/4 (max-
imal CP admixture), and � = ⇡/2 (CP -odd) clearly
show the large � cos(⇥ � 2�) contribution of the ma-
trix element as seen in (37). We also superimpose the ⇥
distribution from p p ! Z j event. Note that it is flat.
Clearly, observing the cosine oscillation in experimental
data will require both a favorable signal to background
ratio as well as a solution for the neutrino momenta that
preserves the inherently large amplitude of the ⇥ oscilla-
tion.

We now compare ⇥ at truth level with the �⇤ variable
proposed in Refs. [15, 16]: here, �⇤ is the acoplanarity
angle between the decay planes of ⇢+ and ⇢� in the ⇢+⇢�

rest frame. The sign of �⇤ is defined as the sign of the
product of ~p⇡� ·(~p⇡+⇥~p⇡0). Following [15, 16], the events
are divided into two classes, y

+

y� < 0 and y
+

y� > 0,
where the two classes are di↵er by a 180� phase shift. In
order to make a direct comparison with our ⇥ variable,
we combine the �⇤ distributions of the two classes with
a 180� phase shift so the phases of the two classes agree.
Note that while �⇤ does not refer to the neutrinos, this
classification into the two classes still requires the knowl-
edge of the neutrino momenta (see (21)). Assuming the
neutrinos are fully reconstructed, the ⇥ and �⇤ distri-
butions for p p ! h j events are shown in figure 3 with
� = 0. We readily see that oscillation amplitude of the ⇥

D = 0
D = pê4
D=pê2
Z
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FIG. 2: The ⇥ distributions (compare with (37)) for the
Higgs with � = 0 (CP -even), � = ⇡/4 (maximal CP admix-
ture), and � = ⇡/2 (CP -odd), and the Z, assuming neutrinos
are fully reconstructed. The relative normalization of the Z

line is arbitrary.
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FIG. 3: The distributions of our ⇥ and the �

⇤ variable of
Ref. [15, 16] for � = 0. The �

⇤ distribution is aggregated
from the two y+y� > 0 and y+y� < 0 classes as explained in
the text to make the direct comparison clearer.

distribution is larger than that of the acoplanarity angle
�⇤ by about 50%. Compared to �⇤, the ⇥ variable thus
provides superior sensitivity to the CP phase �.

Having considered the case where the neutrinos from the
tau decays are fully reconstructed, we next turn to the
lepton collider environment, where we will find the neu-
trinos can be fully reconstructed up to a two-fold ambi-
guity.

B. An e

+
e

� Higgs Factory

At a lepton collider running at
p
s = 250 GeV, such as

the ILC, the main production mode for the Higgs is via
associated production with a Z boson. Our prescribed
decay mode for the Higgs, h ! ⇡+ ⇡0 ⌫̄ ⇡� ⇡0 ⌫, has two

[Harnik, Martin, Okui, Primulando, Yu 1308.1094]

to get maximum effect, need to measure pν to reconstruct pτ:

 form angle Θ based on triple product: 

dσ(h → ττ)/dΘ  ⊃ -cos(Θ - 2Δ)



Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus at the LHC

• At LHC, we can’t measure pν…

• If we use the collinear approximation (pν ∝ pρ), can still form Θ but it 
reduces to the acoplanarity angle between ρ⁺ρ⁻ decay
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nal events assuming � = � in bin i of the ⇥ dis-
tribution. In our ILC treatment, we neglect ZZ and
Z ! ⌧⌧ continuum backgrounds and so we set Bi = 0.
Here, Pois(k|�) is the usual Poisson distribution function,
Pois(k|�) = �ke��/k!.

We parametrize the signal ⇥ distribution with
a c�A cos(⇥� 2�) fit function, where the o↵set con-
stant c and oscillation amplitude A are fixed by the fit
of the standard model ⇥ distribution with � = 0, giving
c
0

and A
0

respectively. Then, the resulting S�=� signal
⇥ distribution is given by c

0

� A
0

cos(⇥ � 2�). We con-
struct the binned likelihood7 according to (38) for vari-
ous � hypotheses to test the discrimination against the
SM hypothesis. With 1 ab�1 of ILC luminosity, we find
1� discrimination at � = 0.077 rad = 4.4�, which is a
highly promising degree of sensitivity for measuring the
CP phase of the Higgs coupling to taus. We summarize
our rate estimate and accuracy result in table I.

We remark that this sensitivity estimate is only driven
by statistical uncertainties, and systematic uncertainties
are expected to reduce the e�cacy of our result. Also,
detector resolution e↵ects and SM backgrounds, while
expected to be small, will also slightly degrade our pro-
jection. Based on our results, which surpass earlier accu-
racy estimates of 6� [18], a full experimental sensitivity
study incorporating these subleading e↵ects is certainly
warranted.

C. LHC

We now develop an LHC study for reconstructing the
⇥ distribution in p p ! h j in the ⇡+⇡0⇡�⇡0 + j + /E

T

final state. We use the h + j final state for a couple of
reasons. First, since hadronic taus can be faked by jets,
pp ! h ! two hadronic taus faces an immense back-
ground from multijet QCD. By requiring another object
in the final state, we gain handles to suppress the back-
ground. Second, the collinear approximation gives am-
biguous results if the two taus are back-to-back, so the
requirement of an additional object in the event guaran-
tees we are away from this configuration. One option is
associated production of a Higgs wit a W/Z. However
this rate is quite small, especially once the branching
ratios for W/Z into clean final states are taken into ac-
count. Other possibilities include Higgs production via
vector boson fusion and in association with a jet. Both
of these options give promising signal-to-background ra-
tios and both should be considered. For concreteness we
will consider pp ! h + j here as a demonstration of the
feasibility of our technique.

As mentioned before, the neutrinos are not recon-
structible in the hadron collider environment, and so we

7 We choose N = 100 bins, though we verified the number of bins
is immaterial for our results.

truth
coll.
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FIG. 6: The distributions of the truth-⇥ and ⇥ from the
collinear approximation for � = 0.

will employ the collinear approximation [23] for the neu-
trino momenta. In figure 6, we show a comparison be-
tween the truth level ⇥ distribution and the ⇥ distribu-
tion using the collinear approximation for neutrino mo-
menta, for the � = 0 benchmark. While the collinear
approximation reduces the oscillation amplitude of the
distribution, the location of the minimum of the distri-
bution does not change. Therefore, measuring � is a
viable possibility at the LHC using the collinear approxi-
mation for the neutrino momenta. We remark that in the
collinear approximation, ⇥ is equivalent to the acopla-
narity angle �⇤ [15, 16]. Yet, we are the first feasibility
study for measuring CP violation in the Higgs coupling
to taus at hadron colliders using prompt tau decays and
kinematics. With a more sophisticated scheme than the
collinear approximation, the ⇥ variable will be superior
to �⇤.

At the LHC, the dominant background for the h j sig-
nal process is the irreducible Z j background, where the
Z decays to the same final state as the higgs. As shown
earlier in figure 2, the ⇥ distribution from Z events is
flat: importantly, this is true regardless of possible mass
window cuts on the reconstructed m⌧⌧ resonance. We
remark that the CP phase in the Higgs coupling to taus
does manifest in the Z–⌧–⌧ vertex at one loop. Since this
e↵ect is suppressed by ⇠ y2⌧/(16⇡

2) ⇠ O(10�4), whereas
the signal to background ratio will be O(60%), we can
safely ignore the loop induced CP phase in the Z–⌧–⌧
vertex. In addition, we will assume that the QCD back-
ground contribution also has a flat ⇥ distribution, since
the QCD contamination in the signal region is not ex-
pected to have any particular spin correlations.
Using our h j and Z j event samples from MadGraph 5

for a 14 TeV LHC, we first isolate the signal region with a
series of hard cuts. First, we apply a preselection require-
ment on the leading jet p

T

> 140 GeV with |⌘| < 2.5.
Using MCFM v.6.6 [28] with these preselection require-
ments on the leading jet, we obtain a h j NLO inclusive

��

Figure 2. Illustration of j⇤
CP in the r decay-plane method as defined in (14) for pp ! h0 ! t�t+ !

r�r++2n .

Rather than choosing the r�r+ ZMF we use in the following, as for the impact parameter
method, the a�a0+ ZMF of the charged pions from r⌥ decay. This allows us to standardize
the definition of the discriminating variable for both methods. In the remainder of this section
we define this variable for the h ! t�t+ ! r�r+ decay channel. One boosts the p�,p0 and
p+,p0 4-momenta, measured in the laboratory frame, into the p�p+ ZMF. In this frame,
we denote the p�,p0 (p+,p0) 3-momenta by q⇤�,q⇤0� (q⇤+,q⇤0+). In the p�p+ ZMF we
compute, for each neutral pion, the normalized vector q̂⇤0�

? and q̂⇤0+
? which is transverse to

the direction of the associated charged pion. The angle between these two vectors is given
by6

j ⇤ = arccos
�
q̂⇤0+
? · q̂⇤0�

?
�
, 0  j ⇤  p . (13)

In order to define a signed angle we use the CP-odd triple correlation O⇤

O⇤ = q̂⇤� ·
�
q̂⇤0+
? ⇥ q̂⇤0�

?
�
, �1  O⇤ +1 .

The discriminating variable that is sensitive to the mixing angle ft is defined by

j⇤
CP =

(
j ⇤ if O⇤ � 0

2p �j ⇤ if O⇤ < 0
, with 0  j⇤

CP  2p . (14)

The angle j⇤
CP is shown in Fig. 2. In order to obtain a non-trivial j⇤

CP distribution, one needs
to separate the events into two classes depending on the sign of the t⌥ spin-analyzing func-
tions or polarimeter vectors associated with the t⌥ ! r⌥ decays [16–20]. These polarimeter

6 In (13) and in (14) we use the same notation as in (10) and (11), respectively, in order not to overload the

notation.
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Size of oscillation reduced by ~75%

ex. [Bower et al 0204292, 
Worek 0305082]
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Proof of principle analysis:

• signal: pp → h(τ⁺τ⁻) + j, background Z + j

• require:

• apply flat τ id efficiencies, 50%, 70%  but neglect other 
detector response effects

[Harnik, Martin, Okui, Primulando, Yu 1308.1094]



Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus at the LHC

Proof of principle analysis:

• signal: pp → h(τ⁺τ⁻) + j, background Z + j

• require:

• apply flat τ id efficiencies, 50%, 70%  but neglect other 
detector response effects

motivated by 8 TeV 
h(ττ) search in 1 jet bin

[Harnik, Martin, Okui, Primulando, Yu 1308.1094]
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h j Z j

Inclusive � 2.0 pb 420 pb

Br(⌧+
⌧

� decay) 6.1% 3.4%

Br(⌧� ! ⇡

�
⇡

0
⌫) 26% 26%

Cut e�ciency 18% 0.24%

Nevents 1100 1800

TABLE II: Cross sections, branching fractions, cut e�cien-
cies, and expected number of events assuming 3 ab�1 and
50% ⌧ tagging e�ciency for the Higgs signal and the Z back-
ground: the background number of events includes an addi-
tional 10% contribution from QCD multijet background.

cross section of 2.0 pb with mh = 126 GeV and a Z j
NLO inclusive cross section of 420 pb. After applying
the appropriate Higgs, Z, and tau branching fractions,
we calculate a signal cross section of 8.2 fb and Z back-
ground cross section of 970 fb.8 Next, we impose hard
kinematic cuts to isolate the signal. Motivated by [11],
we choose the signal region to be:

• /E
T

> 40 GeV,

• p⇢
±

T

> 45 GeV,

• |⌘⇢± | < 2.1,

• m
coll

> 120 GeV,

where m
coll

is the reconstructed Higgs mass by using the
collinear approximation. The hard m

coll

cut strongly
suppresses the Z + j background, but is less e↵ective
on multijet QCD. To reduce the multijet component –
and its accompanying uncertainty – to less than 10% of
the total background we impose a high /E

T

cut. The net
e�ciencies for signal and Z background after these cuts
are 18% and 0.24%, respectively. Rather than simulate
the QCD contribution, we account for QCD contamina-
tion in the signal region by increasing the Z background
rate by 10%: a complete treatment of the expected QCD
background is beyond the scope of this study. Finally, for
hadronic ⌧ tagging e�ciency, we consider a standard 50%
e�ciency and a more optimistic 70% e�ciency [26]. We
therefore expect 1100 signal events and 1800 Z+ QCD
background events with 3 ab�1 of luminosity from the
14 TeV LHC, assuming 50% ⌧ tagging e�ciency. These
rates are summarized in table II.

We note that although we generated signal and back-
ground samples independently, there is a small interfer-
ence between Higgs and Z diagrams in the gq ! ⌧+⌧�q

8 These numbers were generated using CTEQ6M parton dis-
tribution functions. For the signal we use a factoriza-
tion/renormalization scale of µF = mH/2, while for the back-

ground we use µF =
q

M2
Z + p2T,j . These scale choices are

motivated by agreement with higher order (NNLO) calculations
(where they exist).

⌧h e�ciency 50% 70%

3� L = 550 fb�1
L = 300 fb�1

5� L = 1500 fb�1
L = 700 fb�1

Accuracy(L = 3 ab�1) 11.5� 8.0�

TABLE III: The luminosity required for distinguishing the
scalar and pseudoscalar couplings and the accuracy in mea-
suring � with 3 ab�1 of luminosity at the 14 TeV LHC.

diagram. Our checks of this interference on the ⇥ distri-
butions for combined signal and background events ver-
sus separate signal and background events showed a neg-
ligible e↵ect: we thus ignore this interference e↵ect.
We now perform a likelihood analysis (38) to quantify

how e↵ectively the ⇥ distribution distinguishes between
signal hypotheses with di↵erent CP phases in the pres-
ence of Z+ QCD background. First, we test the discrim-
ination between a pure scalar and a pure pseudoscalar
h–⌧–⌧ coupling. We find that these two hypotheses can
be distinguished at 3� sensitivity with 550 (300) fb�1

assuming 50% (70%) ⌧ tagging e�ciency. We can at-
tain 5� sensitivity between pure scalar and pseudoscalar
couplings with 1500 (700) fb�1 luminosity assuming 50%
(70%) e�ciency.
We also estimate the possible accuracy for the LHC

experiments to measure � with an upgraded luminosity
of 3 ab�1. We adopt the same procedure as with the
ILC accuracy estimate described in the previous section,
modified to account for the Z+ QCD background, which
is fixed to be flat in ⇥. We find that the accuracy in mea-
suring � is 11.5� (8.0�) assuming 50% (70%) hadronic ⌧
tagging e�ciency. The scalar versus pseudoscalar dis-
crimination and the accuracy estimates are summarized
in table III.
Again, these estimates are based only on statistical

uncertainties without performing a full detector simula-
tion. The e↵ects from pileup and detector resolution are
expected to degrade these projections, but correspond-
ing improvements in the analysis, such as a more pre-
cise approximation for the neutrino momenta, improved
background understanding (from other LHC measure-
ments) or multivariate techniques, could counterbalance
the decrease in sensitivity. The promising results of our
study strongly motivate a comprehensive analysis by the
LHC experiments for the prospect of measuring the CP
phase �.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Higgs decays to tau leptons provide a singular opportu-
nity to measure the CP properties of the Higgs-fermion
couplings. In this paper, we have studied the decay of
h ! ⌧+⌧� followed by ⌧± ! (⇢± ! ⇡±⇡0) ⌫. A new ob-
servable, ⇥, was constructed in (36) using the momenta
of the tau decay products. The di↵erential cross section

• ℒ  required to distinguish pure CP-even vs. CP-odd

For different tagging efficiencies, determine: 

• admixture sensitivity at 3 ab-1

• ideally, would like to move beyond collinear approximation 
to take advantage of Θ vs. ρ+ρ- acoplanarity

(VBF production also studied, T.Han et al 1612.00413)
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cies, and expected number of events assuming 3 ab�1 and
50% ⌧ tagging e�ciency for the Higgs signal and the Z back-
ground: the background number of events includes an addi-
tional 10% contribution from QCD multijet background.
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NLO inclusive cross section of 420 pb. After applying
the appropriate Higgs, Z, and tau branching fractions,
we calculate a signal cross section of 8.2 fb and Z back-
ground cross section of 970 fb.8 Next, we impose hard
kinematic cuts to isolate the signal. Motivated by [11],
we choose the signal region to be:
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cut. The net
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rate by 10%: a complete treatment of the expected QCD
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ground we use µF =
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Z + p2T,j . These scale choices are

motivated by agreement with higher order (NNLO) calculations
(where they exist).
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⇥i and the value of the BDT discriminant di, which yields
the modified likelihood function,

L(�) =
NY

i=1

f(⇥i, di|�) , (19)

where the probability density function of the data
{(⇥, d)} is modelled as follows,

f(⇥, d|�)

/ B ⇢BBDT(d) + S ⇢SBDT(d)
⇥
1 � ↵ cos(⇥ � 2�)

⇤
,

(20)

where ⇢SBDT(d) and ⇢BBDT(d) are, respectively, the signal
and background BDT distributions for the discriminant
parameter d, while B and S are, respectively, the total
expected background and signal counts given by

B = ✏B�BL , S = ✏S�SL . (21)

Here, �S and �B are the associated cross section times
branching fractions, the ✏’s are the signal and background
e�ciencies discussed above and L is the integrated lumi-
nosity.

In order to quantify how well one might be expected
to distinguish a � 6= 0 hypothesis from the SM hypoth-
esis � = 0, we generate three samples of ⇥ and d val-
ues with � = 0, ⇡/4, and ⇡/2. For each sample, we
calculate the values of t as defined in Eq. (17), which
yield the t distributions as illustrated in Fig. 3 for the
� = 0 and ⇡/4 samples. To quantify the discrimination
between the two hypothesis, the p-value of the SM t dis-
tribution is computed using the median of the non-SM
t distribution. As proxies for systematic uncertainties in
the S and ↵ parameters, the p-values are varied in the
10% neighborhood of their nominal values. In Fig. 4 we
present the reach as a function of the integrated lumi-
nosity for � = ⇡/4 and ⇡/2. Because we have chosen
the “observed” value of t to be the median of the non-
SM hypothesis, the reach in this context is interpreted
as follows: if the non-SM hypothesis is true, then there
is a 50% chance to reject the SM hypothesis � = 0 at
the Z-sigma level, where Z = ��1(p) ⌘ p

2 erf�1(2p�1)
with p being the p-value shown in Fig. 3.

It is clear from Fig. 4 that the optimistic conclusion ob-
tained for an ideal detector does not survive the smearing
e↵ects of a realistic detector and our reconstruction algo-
rithms. At best, at ⇠ 1500 fb�1, there is a 50:50 chance
of rejecting the� = 0 hypothesis at 95% confidence level.
It is important to note where the poor performance stems
from. As mentioned earlier, the reduction of the modu-
lation amplitude ↵ of the signal due to the angular res-
olution is negligible. Rather, we find that the discrim-
ination power of the BDT dominantly comes from the
invariant mass of the reconstructed ⌧+-⌧� system, and
consequently the S/B ratio is sensitive to the mass reso-
lution, which in turn is sensitive to the resolution of the
missing transverse energy (MET). Therefore, our anal-
ysis shows that the current MET resolution of the LHC

FIG. 3: Distributions of the t statistic for the SM hypothesis
(� = 0) and a non-SM hypothesis (� = ⇡/4). The “ob-
served” value of the statistic is taken to be the median of the
t distribution of the non-SM hypothesis.
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FIG. 4: The reach, quantified on the Z-sigma scale of the
normal distribution, versus the integrated luminosity. The
uppermost plot shows the e↵ect of reducing the background
by a factor of two, while keeping every else fixed.

detectors is too low to achieve a su�cient reduction of
the total background count B.

To illustrate the e↵ects of improved missing transverse
energy resolution, we show in the uppermost plot in Fig. 4
the e↵ect of increasing S/B by a factor of two by decreas-
ing B by a factor two, while keeping everything else the
same. Increasing the S/B by increasing S by a factor
two (while keeping ↵ unchanged) has a similar but more
pronounced e↵ect.
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detectors is too low to achieve a su�cient reduction of
the total background count B.

To illustrate the e↵ects of improved missing transverse
energy resolution, we show in the uppermost plot in Fig. 4
the e↵ect of increasing S/B by a factor of two by decreas-
ing B by a factor two, while keeping everything else the
same. Increasing the S/B by increasing S by a factor
two (while keeping ↵ unchanged) has a similar but more
pronounced e↵ect.
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the total background count B.

To illustrate the e↵ects of improved missing transverse
energy resolution, we show in the uppermost plot in Fig. 4
the e↵ect of increasing S/B by a factor of two by decreas-
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• studied collinear approx.,find 
it’s likely the limit at LHC


• pileup effects not studied

Ideal analysis, 50% tag rate
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cττ ∼ 90  μm

• approximates τ decay plane orientation, which is sensitive to CP mix

• can be formed in either lab frame or π+-π- zero momentum frame

• works for any τ decay mode, can be mixed with previous method

[Dell’Aquila, Nelson ’89]




Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus at the LHC

Combining all modes & methods: 


• gg → h → τ+ τ- vs. Drell-Yan background

• mττ > 100 GeV, pT > 20 GeV |η| < 2.5 for all charged objects, 

Gaussian smearing
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3 ab-1 sensitivity: Δ ∼ 4 (assuming 100% tau tagging?)
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Figure 2: Observed and expected distributions of the Optimal Observ-
able in the lh signal region after the fit for the SM hypothesis. Sig-
nal is stacked on top of the background contributions with the best-fit
µ = 1.55+0.87

�0.76. Error bands include all uncertainties [12].

the maximally parity violating tau decays it also allows
to access directly and in a model independent way the
CP structure of the Higgs boson Yukawa couplings.

Unlike for the HVV couplings, the SM Lagrangian
can be extended at tree level with CP-odd Yukawa cou-
plings to allow for CP violation (see e. g. Ref [18]):

Lh⌧⌧ = �m⌧
v
⌧(cos �⌧⌧̄⌧ + sin �⌧⌧̄i�5⌧)h (3)

where the relative contribution of the CP-even and CP-
odd terms are parametrised by the mixing angle �⌧. The
SM coupling is realised by �⌧ = 0, while the pure CP-
odd coupling corresponds to �⌧ = ⇡/2. The mixing an-
gle �⌧ determines the transverse spin correlations be-
tween the two tau leptons and subsequently the angular
distributions of the tau decay products.

Because of the presence of at least two neutrinos in
the final state, it is not possible to fully reconstruct the
kinematics of the H ! ⌧⌧ decays, that is the tau mo-
menta and the Higgs rest frame where the sensitivity to
�⌧ would be maximal. However, among all channels
the fully-hadronic (hh), where both tau leptons decay
hadronically, is expected to be the most sensitive be-
cause of the only two neutrinos produced.

Several observables based on angles between tau de-
cay planes built from the visible parts of the tau decay
have been proposed [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. In case
of direct decays ⌧± ! ⇡±⌫, the decay plane can be de-
fined by the pion track and its impact parameter with re-
spect to the point of the primary interaction [18, 19, 20].
This method can be extended to any other tau decay.
Another method targets the ⌧± ! ⇢±(770)⌫ ! ⇡±⇡0⌫
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Figure 3: Decay mode classification purity matrix showing the frac-
tion of ⌧had candidates of a given reconstructed mode that originated
from a generated ⌧had, in Z ! ⌧⌧ events simulated with LHC Run-I
conditions [25].

decays and uses the tau decay plane spanned by the mo-
menta of the two pions [22, 23]. In both methods, event
classifications based on the pion energies are used to in-
crease the sensitivity.

At present, there is no study on this measurement
with full detector simulation, but an assessment of the
impact of the tau decay reconstruction, especially for
hadronic decays, is essential to get reliable sensitivity
estimates.

CMS and, since the LHC Run-II, also ATLAS use
particle flow algorithms for the ⌧had reconstruction [25,
26] in which the charged components are reconstructed
from tracks, while the neutral components are recon-
structed from calorimeter clusters not matched to tracks.
These algorithms are crucial for this measurement as
they provide information on the tau decay products
needed to classify the tau decay modes and to build
the tau decay planes. The reconstruction of the neutral
hadrons is the most challenging part of the ⌧had recon-
struction and it is expected to have a large impact on the
sensitivity of the measurement in terms of decay mode
classification and decay plane resolution. In ATLAS for
example, the ⌧had reconstruction e�ciency, including
the detector acceptance, ranges between 32% to 43%,
while the identification e�ciency goes from 40% to
75%, with the tau decays with neutral components hav-
ing the lowest identification e�ciencies [25]. Among
the reconstructed ⌧had, 74.7% of the decay modes are
correctly classified. The modes with higher misclassifi-
cation rates are those with neutral hadrons where one of
the neutrals is not identified, as shown in Fig 3 [25].

The angular resolution on the momenta of the neutral
hadrons is at the per cent level, but the transverse en-
ergy is only at about 16%. Despite the challenging task,

• τ reconstruction obviously crucial 
       

Would be great to know how these sensitivities hold up in more realistic 
studies

 
[Zanzi 1703.10259]

 [see talk by Demers]



Accessing the CPV Hff phase in taus at the HE- LHC: first thoughts

HE-LHC (first look) 
• Higgs+jet rates will give 3.5× increase in signal 

statistics 
 
 

 
 

• Remark: Boosted Higgs studies will gain significantly 
by going to HE-LHC 

• Important for exotic Higgs decays with jet substructure 
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pT cut (GeV) on h+j for NLO cross section for 
27 TeV pp collider 

(MCFM 8.0) 

Signal enhancement 
compared to 14 TeV,  

pT > 140 GeV 

100 12.1 pb 6.05× 
140 6.96 pb 3.48× [Our original 

working point] 
150 6.12 pb 3.06× 
200 3.43 pb 1.72× 
250 2.08 pb 1.04× 

Felix Yu – CPV at HL-LHC, HE-LHC 

HE-LHC: h + j rate increases by roughly a factor of 3.5 for the ‘proof of 
principle’ cuts: faster increase than Z+j

Much higher rate of boosted Higgses:  

• pros: can apply jet substructure technology, perhaps provide new insight  
            into τ CP variables; more/better instrumented displaced τ’s? 

• cons: everything boosted means everything overlapping 

[F. Yu, 2017 HE/HE-LHC workshop]
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Figure 4: (Left panel) The invariant-mass distribution of the tt̄h system, normalized to unity. (Right
panel) The di↵erential cross-section with respect to the tt̄h invariant mass. In either panel, the SM
distribution (at = 1, bt = 0) is shown with a solid black line, the pseudo-scalar case (at = 0, bt = 1)
with a blue dashed line, and the CP-violating case (at = 1, bt = 1) with a dotted red line.

from arguments of parity and angular-momentum conservation [86]. Close to the energy
threshold, the simultaneous demand of angular momentum and parity conservation implies
that for a scalar the total angular momentum of the tt̄h system will be zero, while for a
pseudo-scalar it will be one. Since the process is mediated through s-channel production, the
pseudo-scalar production will be suppressed near threshold. Note that the total cross-section
and not just the behaviour near the threshold is di↵erent for a scalar and a pseudo-scalar
for the same Yukawa coupling strength.

At the LHC, several competing production mechanisms are at work, and it is non-trivial
that a similar di↵erence in the threshold rise be also visible. Indeed the same behaviour as
in the e+e� case is observed in the quark-initiated process of pp collisions, which is a spin-1,
s-channel process, but this contribution is negligible at the LHC. The dominant gg-initiated
process, has contributions from both s-channel and t-channel diagrams as shown in fig. 3.
While for pseudo-scalar production the s-channel displays a similar suppression by ⇢ near
threshold, the t-channel does not. We find however that the cross-section near the production
threshold in the t-channel displays a suppression by a factor proportional to (mh/mt)4. As
a result, the production cross-section near threshold does show interesting behaviour.

In the left panel of fig. 4 we show the normalized invariant mass distributions of the
tt̄h system for the pseudo-scalar (at = 0, bt = 1), the scalar (at = 1, bt = 0) case and the
CP-violating case.

We see that the rate of increase of the cross-section with the invariant mass of the tt̄h
system is much more rapid for the scalar than for the pseudo-scalar case. This is an important
distinguishing feature and could be used to probe the nature of the Higgs-top quark coupling.
The right panel of fig. 4 shows the same distributions, but normalized to the total cross-
section (i.e. d�/dMt¯th). We observe, as expected, that for the same coupling magnitude, the
cross-section for the pseudo-scalar case is suppressed with respect to the scalar case.

While the invariant mass distribution is a useful observable to probe the nature of the
Higgs-top couplings, its measurement is not straightforward. In fact, it requires complete
knowledge of the top and Higgs momenta, whose reconstruction is challenged by uncertainties
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[Boudjema et al 1501.03157]



What about CPV Hff phase in tops?

• if light Yukawa are ≪ SM values, can loosen EDM constraints

• loosening Higgs rate constraints requires non-SM hWW or other BSM

• directly probe sinΔt in ttH̅ production (or t/tH̅)

• sinΔt ≠ 0 can be seen many simple observables, such as  
mtth̅, pT,h, Δφtt ̅— but require reconstructing tops & Higgs…

Some recent tt̅h observables that don’t require complete event reconstruction:

��`+`� |pT,h>200GeV
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cos(�✓h(`
+, `�)) = (p̂h ⇥ p̂`+) · (p̂h ⇥ p̂`�)
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[Buckley, Goncalves 1507.07926]

[Boudjema et al 1501.03157]

inspired by Δφℓ+ℓ- sensitivity to spin correlations in pp → tt̅ 

[Mahlon, Parke 9512264,1001.3422]



What about CPV Hff phase in tops?

Figure 11: Normalized distributions for � ·�✓`h(`+, `�) in tt̄h production. Distributions are shown
for the SM (at = 1, bt = 0) (black solid line), for the pseudo-scalar case (at = 0, bt = 1) (blue dashed
line) and for two CP-violating cases, (at = 1, bt = 1) (red dotted line) and (at = 1, bt = �1) (green
dot-dashed line).

The distribution obtained when we multiply � by �✓`h(`+, `�) is shown in fig. 11. This
distribution displays an asymmetry for the two CP-violating cases. Specifically, the distri-
bution for (at = 1, bt = 1) yields larger values in the positive x-axis, whereas the distribution
for (at = 1, bt = �1) is larger on the negative x-axis.

We thus have a quantity that not only is sensitive to CP violation but is constructed
entirely out of lab-frame kinematics. In addition, a measurement of this observable demands
only reconstruction of the Higgs momentum, whereas reconstruction of the top pair momenta
is not necessary. Note on the other hand that this observable cannot be generalized easily to
the case of semi-leptonic or hadronic decays of the top since it is not possible to di↵erentiate
between the quark and anti-quark jet originating from W -boson decays.

It is useful to define CP asymmetries with the observables ↵ ⇥ �✓t¯t(`+, `�) [40] and
� ⇥�✓`h(`�, `+) as follows

At¯t =
�(↵⇥�✓t¯t(`+, `�) > 0)� �(↵⇥�✓t¯t(`+, `�) < 0)

�(↵⇥�✓t¯t(`+, `�) > 0) + �(↵⇥�✓t¯t(`+, `�) < 0)
(19)

and

A
lab

=
�(� ⇥�✓`h(`�, `+) > 0)� �(� ⇥�✓`h(`�, `+) < 0)

�(� ⇥�✓`h(`�, `+) > 0) + �(� ⇥�✓`h(`�, `+) < 0)
. (20)

The dependence of these asymmetries on bt (keeping at = 1 fixed) is shown in fig. 12. We
observe that both asymmetries are sensitive to the sign of bt (and hence linear in bt), being
negative for negative values of bt and positive for positive values of this parameter. The
magnitude of the asymmetry At¯t is larger than the magnitude of A

lab

for a given value of bt.
However, we emphasize again that A

lab

is constructed out of lab-frame quantities only and
as such it is expected to be more easily measurable and to have less systematic uncertainties
than At¯t.
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for our log-likelihood test. The pTH distribution drops
slower for signal than for the continuum background.
This is the main reason to look at the boosted kine-
matics for this signal. In addition, the azimuthal an-
gle between the two leading jets ��jj (either b-tagged
or not) presents a di↵erent profile thanks to the dif-
ferent radiation profiles of signal and background. In
Fig. 2 we present the expected 95% CL limit on the
signal strength �/�SM in the dileptonic tt̄H channel as
function of the LHC luminosity. Sensitivity to the SM
coupling will require ⇠ 175 fb�1 of integrated luminosity
Additional improvements for the signal extraction can be
achieved, e.g., via the matrix element method or a neural
network [36, 37].

Next we consider CP discrimination in the Higgs-top
coupling. We further require the dilepton invariant mass
to be m`` > 75 GeV; enhancing the sensitivity of ��``

from �0�tt̄/�0+tt̄ ⇠ 1.4 to ⇠ 1.9 at ��`` ⇠ 0. After
all cuts, the CP-even and CP-odd distributions of ��``

(and tt̄bb̄ background) are shown in Fig. 3. Note that this
remains sensitive to the Higgs-top CP-structure after a
realistic simulation that includes in particular NLO QCD
e↵ects.

To analyze ��``’s discriminating power, we perform
a binned log-likelihood test in (��``,��jj). To focus
only on measurement of ↵, we fix the number of sig-
nal events to the SM prediction. In Fig. 4, we plot the
expected statistical significance with which this analysis
can distinguish a top-Higgs coupling with arbitrary CP-
phase from the CP-even ↵ = 0 case. As can be seen,
95% CL exclusion of the CP-odd case should be possible
with ⇠ 1.8 ab�1 of data, and the high luminosity LHC
would be able to distinguish the CP-even couplings from
couplings with | cos↵| . 0.5. This bound can be further
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FIG. 4. Luminosity required to distinguish CP-even tt̄H cou-
pling from couplings with arbitrary CP-phase.

improved by using more observables in our likelihood test
and by including the three b-tag sample.
In Fig. 4, we also compare our analysis with another

lab-frame observable proposed in Ref. [17]. Here the an-
gle is defined around the Higgs axis: ��``H . We notice
that the CP sensitivity of this observable decreases in the
boosted regime in comparison with ��``.

In this Letter, we have introduced a simple lab-frame
variable, ��``, which can be used to measure the CP-
properties of the top-Higgs coupling in the dileptonic
channel. On theoretical grounds, we expect this vari-
able to be most useful when the Higgs is significantly
boosted, which pushes us into a kinematic regime where
significant reductions in background can be obtained via
substructure tagging whenH decays to bb̄. The high-pTH

kinematic regime, where ��`` is most sensitive to CP,
also lends itself to a boosted Higgs analysis, which can
be used to significantly enhance the discovery potential
of the tt̄H channel. We show a detailed theoretical study
at NLO in the four b-tag sample, demonstrating that the
LHC with

p
s = 13 TeV should be capable of probing

the SM-strength top-Higgs coupling with ⇠ 175 fb�1,
and then distinguishing between the CP-even and CP-
odd couplings with ⇠ 1.8 ab�1. Improvements may be
possible, for example by including the three b-tag sample,
or adding additional discriminating variables.
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Spin correlation information communicated to f decay products 
(prompt or displaced), picked out through differential distributions → 
lots of statistics needed → HL-LHC arena 

tightly constrained (indirectly) by 
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easy to arrange for relatively 
large BSM

Some preliminary studies, but plenty of room for dedicated studies (pileup 
effects, tagging techniques + substructure, etc.) at LHC and beyond



HL/HE - LHC complementarity with future EDM experiments
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Figure 6. Left: Present constraints on ⌧ and ̃⌧ from the electron EDM (blue) and Higgs
production (gray), assuming SM values for the remaining Higgs couplings. Right: Possible future
constraints on ⌧ and ̃⌧ , see text for details.

3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity [4], assuming that this bounds the combination 2
b + ̃2

b .
Including the constraints from the projected measurements of the gg ! h and h ! ��

vertices breaks the symmetry between b and ̃b, so that only part of the ring-like region
survives (we used the SM values for the central values of the hypothetical measurements).
This limits the size of possible modifications in b to O(0.05). Complementary information
is obtained in such a future scenario from the envisioned high-precision measurements of
the electron and neutron EDM, which might allow to probe values of the CP-violating
coefficient ̃b down to O(10�2).

While the EDM constraints depicted in Fig. 4 assume that the Higgs couples to first-
generation fermions with SM strength, meaningful EDM constraints on ̃b can even emerge if
u,d = 0. In fact, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the neutron EDM probes ̃b through the Weinberg
operator also if the Higgs couples only to the third generation. While at present (left panel)
no relevant constraint can be derived in such a case, extracting a limit on ̃b of O(0.1) may
be possible in the future (right panel) if b is SM-like. This feature again highlights the
power of low-energy EDM measurements in probing new sources of CP violation.

Modifying the Higgs-tau couplings changes the effective h ! �� vertex. The induced
shifts are parametrized by

� ' (0.004� 0.003 i)⌧ + 0.996 + 0.003 i , ̃� ' (0.004� 0.003 i) ̃⌧ . (5.9)

Similar to the case of Higgs couplings to bottom quarks, the corrections to � and ̃� are
suppressed by the small tau Yukawa coupling, y⌧ = O(0.01). The main effect is therefore the
rescaling of the total decay widths, as in Eqs. (5.6), (5.7), but replacing b ! ⌧ . The resulting
constraints in the ⌧–̃⌧ plane are displayed in Fig. 6, with the left panel showing the current
bounds, and the right panel the extrapolation to 3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity, using
again [4]. One observes that even the projected precision of 2% on � will not suffice
to break the symmetry between ⌧ and ̃⌧ and the ring-like bound persists, allowing for
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Figure 2. Left: Present constraints on t and ̃t from the electron EDM (blue), the neutron
EDM (red), the mercury EDM (brown), and Higgs physics (gray). Right: Projected future con-
straints on t and ̃t, see text for details.

The right panel in Fig. 2 shows the prospects of the constraints. In order to obtain
the plot we have assumed that |de/e| < 10�30 cm [39], a factor of 90 improvement over
the current best limit (2.5), and that |dn/e| < 10�28 cm [39], a factor of 300 improvement
with respect to the present bound (2.14). Our forecast for the future sensitivity of the
Higgs production constraints is based on the results of the CMS study with a projection
of errors to 3000 fb�1, which assumed 1/

pL scaling of the experimental uncertainties with
luminosity L, and also anticipates that the theory errors will be halved by then [4]. In
Fig. 2 we therefore take g = 1.00 ± 0.03 and � = 1.00 ± 0.02 as the possible future fit
inputs (centered around the SM predictions).

Since the EDMs depend linearly on ̃t, the projected order-of-magnitude improve-
ments of the EDM constraints directly translate to order-of-magnitude improvements of
the bounds on ̃t. For instance, the electron EDM is projected to be sensitive to values of
̃t = O(10�4) which implies that one can probe scales up to ⇤ = O(25TeV) for models
(such as theories with top compositeness) where ̃t ⇠ v2/⇤2.

Note that the above EDM constraints rely heavily on the assumption that the Higgs
couples to electrons, up, and down quarks. For illustration we assumed that these couplings
are the same as in the SM. The possibility that the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions cannot be ruled out from current Higgs data. In this case there is no constraint
from the electron EDM which is proportional to ẽt. The neutron and mercury EDM
are similarly dominated by the quark EDMs and CEDMs which scale as u,d ̃t. However,
setting u,d = 0 the constraints due to dn and dHg do not vanish, because there is also a
small contribution from the Weinberg operator which scales as t̃t. In Fig. 3 we show
the constraints for the limiting case where the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions. We see that at present O(1) values of ̃t are allowed by the constraint from the
neutron EDM. Assuming that only the Higgs-top couplings are modified, the Higgs data are
then more constraining than the neutron EDM. This situation might change dramatically
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Figure 3. Left: Present constraints on t and ̃t from the neutron EDM (red) and Higgs
physics (gray), assuming that the Higgs only couples to the third generation. Right: Projected
future constraints on t and ̃t, see text for details.

in the future with the expected advances in the measurement of the neutron EDM. As
illustrated in Fig. 3 (right), a factor 300 improvement in the measurement of dn will lead
to O(10�3) constraints on ̃t, making the neutron EDM as (or even more) powerful than
the projected precision Higgs measurements at a high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC.

5 Constraints on bottom and tau couplings

In the following we analyze indirect and direct bounds on the couplings between the Higgs
and the other two relevant third-generation fermions, i.e. the bottom quark and the tau lep-
ton. In this case, the EDM constraints are suppressed by the small bottom and tau Yukawa
couplings, which renders the present indirect limits weak. However, given the projected
order-of-magnitude improvements in the experimental determinations of EDMs, relevant
bounds are expected to arise in the future. We will see that these limits are complemen-
tary to the constraints that can be obtained via precision studies of Higgs properties at a
high-luminosity LHC.

5.1 EDM constraints

The bottom-quark and tau-lepton loop contributions to the electron EDM are found from
Eq. (2.2) after a simple replacement of charges and couplings. The calculation of the
hadronic EDMs, on the other hand, is complicated by the appearance of large logarithms of
the ratios xf/h ⌘ m2

f/M
2
h with f = b, ⌧ . The structure of the logarithmic corrections can be

understood by evaluating Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) in the limit xf/h ! 0. In the bottom-quark
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FIG. 4: The truth and reconstructed ⇥ distributions at the
ILC for � = 0.

neutrinos that escape the detector. We use the known ini-
tial four momenta, two tau mass and two neutrino mass
constraints to solve for each neutrino momentum compo-
nent. Note we will assume the Z decays to visible states,
which will reduce our event yield by 20%. Solving the
system of equations for the neutrino momenta gives rise
to a two-fold ambiguity, where one solution is equal to
the truth input neutrino momenta while the other gives a
set of wrong neutrino momenta. Note both solutions are
consistent with four-momentum conservation and there-
fore correctly reconstruct the Higgs mass. Since these
solutions are indistinguishable in the analysis, we assign
each solution half an event weight.

The resulting distribution of ⇥ for � = 0 is given in
figure 4, where we superimpose the truth level ⇥ distri-
bution for e+e� ! Zh events for easy comparison. We
can see that the oscillation amplitude at the ILC is de-
graded from the truth level result by ⇠ 30%. We also
show the reconstructed distribution for � = 0, � = ⇡/4,
and � = ⇡/2 in figure 5. While the two-fold ambiguity
for the neutrino momenta solution set does degrade the
truth level result, the reconstructable ⇥ distribution in
figure 5 shows significant discrimination power between
various � signal models. Note the amplitude of pseu-
doscalar distribution (� = ⇡/2) is slightly higher than
the scalar amplitude: here, the “wrong solution” approx-
imates the correct neutrino momenta on average better
than the other � = 0 or � = ⇡/4 cases. This small ef-
fect can be traced back to equation (9) where we derived
that a pseudoscalar decays to two taus in the singlet spin
state. As a result, in this case the two tau spins point
in opposite directions, regardless of the spin quantization
axis. In the pseudoscalar case the two tau decays thus
tend to occur with opposite orientation and the two neu-
trinos are slightly more back-to-back and consequently
the two solutions for their momenta are closer together.
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FIG. 5: The reconstructed ⇥ distribution at the ILC for
� = 0, � = ⇡/4, and � = ⇡/2.

�e+e�!hZ 0.30 pb

Br(h ! ⌧

+
⌧

�) 6.1%

Br(⌧� ! ⇡

�
⇡

0
⌫) 26%

Br(Z ! visibles) 80%

Nevents 990

Accuracy 4.4�

TABLE I: Cross section, branching fractions, expected num-
ber of signal events, and accuracy for measuring � for the
ILC with

p
s = 250 GeV and 1 ab�1 integrated luminosity.

We now discuss the projected ILC sensitivity for mea-
suring �. At the ILC, the cross section for Zh produc-
tion at

p
s = 250 GeV with polarized beams P (e�, e+) =

(�0.8, 0.3) for mh = 125 GeV is 0.30 pb [27].6 Assum-
ing a Higgs branching fraction to tau pairs of 6.1%, a
⌧� ! ⇢�⌫ ! ⇡�⇡0⌫ branching fraction of 26%, and a
Z-to-visible branching fraction of 80%, we calculate the
ILC should have 990 events with 1 ab�1 of luminosity.
Since the solved neutrino momenta correctly reconstruct
the Higgs mass, the ZZ backgrounds are negligible and
will be ignored.
To estimate the expected ILC accuracy for measuring

�, we perform a log likelihood ratio test for the SM hy-
pothesis with � = 0 against an alternative hypothesis
with � = �. In general, the likelihood ratio in N bins is
given by

L =

NQ
i=1

Pois
�
Bi + S�=0

i |Bi + S�=�
i

�

NQ
i=1

Pois
�
Bi + S�=0

i |Bi + S�=0

i

� , (38)

where Bi, S�=0

i and S�=�
i are the number of back-

ground events, signal events assuming � = 0, and sig-

6 We have checked the ⇥ distribution is insensitive to the polar-
ization of the e�-e+ beams.

• Here we can reconstruct 
the entire event (up to two-
fold ambiguity)
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tion at
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ing a Higgs branching fraction to tau pairs of 6.1%, a
⌧� ! ⇢�⌫ ! ⇡�⇡0⌫ branching fraction of 26%, and a
Z-to-visible branching fraction of 80%, we calculate the
ILC should have 990 events with 1 ab�1 of luminosity.
Since the solved neutrino momenta correctly reconstruct
the Higgs mass, the ZZ backgrounds are negligible and
will be ignored.
To estimate the expected ILC accuracy for measuring

�, we perform a log likelihood ratio test for the SM hy-
pothesis with � = 0 against an alternative hypothesis
with � = �. In general, the likelihood ratio in N bins is
given by
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where Bi, S�=0
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ground events, signal events assuming � = 0, and sig-

6 We have checked the ⇥ distribution is insensitive to the polar-
ization of the e�-e+ beams.



Another way to understand cos(Θ-2Δ)

(explanation thanks to R. Harnik)

Can rewrite CPV hττ as

If we measure polarization along momenta  

h++ |
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Or

Polarizers
A thought experiment:                                                   
Place a Higgs between two circular polarizers.

Higgsτ τ

⇣
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counter counter

h++ |
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or
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P±± /

Independent of Δ . Not the right experiment!
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Not sensitive to Δ



Another way to understand cos(Θ-2Δ)

(explanation thanks to R. Harnik)

Can rewrite CPV hττ as

If we instead polarization ⊥ momenta, with angle Θ between polarization planes of τ+ 
and τ-:  
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2

1p
2
(e�i⇥/2h+|+ e+i⇥/2h�|)

<latexit sha1_base64="lL35XDTcKEYj8EhUNHjemnRobtA=">AAACkXicbVFNb9NAEF2br9ZACfTIZUUUqSgk2FEl4ACKgAMSlyI1baU4ROPNOFl1vTa7Y6TI8f/h9/TWf9NN6kptw0gjvZ03b3b3TVIoaSkMLz3/wcNHj5/s7AZPnz3fe9F6+erE5qUROBK5ys1ZAhaV1DgiSQrPCoOQJQpPk/Nva/70Lxorc31MywInGcy1TKUAcqVp618Hf1cyfhd/R0VQr7rd2ICeK+Rd7pjeLarXa6igE6cGRBXVVWz/GOKD+iBWN6qVy5tTb/U22O69nnu8QIL3g/qu0nHdbc7NmbbaYT/cBN8GUQParImjaesinuWizFCTUGDtOAoLmlRgSAqFdRCXFgsQ5zDHsYMaMrSTauNozTuuMuNpblxq4pvqbUUFmbXLLHGdGdDC3ufWxf9x45LSj5NK6qIk1OL6orRUnHK+Xg+fSYOC1NIBEEa6t3KxAOcguSUGzoTo/pe3wcmgH4X96Ndhe/i1sWOHvWZv2AGL2Ac2ZD/YERsx4e15h95n74u/73/yh37T63uNZp/dCf/nFeOAw6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lL35XDTcKEYj8EhUNHjemnRobtA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lL35XDTcKEYj8EhUNHjemnRobtA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lL35XDTcKEYj8EhUNHjemnRobtA=">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</latexit>

/ A+B cos(⇥� 2�)

<latexit sha1_base64="5U5fjUIvEVERFU+Bt2TVTia6KxE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5U5fjUIvEVERFU+Bt2TVTia6KxE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5U5fjUIvEVERFU+Bt2TVTia6KxE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5U5fjUIvEVERFU+Bt2TVTia6KxE=">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</latexit>


